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PHAN through the Years!

his issue of the PHA Newsbriefs (PHAN) marks the start of another fiscal year for the Philippine Heart Association under the leadership of Dr. Maria Teresa B. Abola, the 58th PHA
president and 6th lady to hold the organization’s top post.

It has been the tradition for the past four years now
that the first issue carries the new PHA president on
the cover. This is to signify that the issue leads the
readers to get to know the current president deeper as
he/she sets her plans into motion for the PHA.
For this first issue, the cover displays the talent of
President Tes for singing and playing the guitar as a
symbol of her being one versatile career and family
woman. A close look into the cover design would
reveal that the singing Tes sits on a precious gem, a
carefully-cut shining diamond. This artistic concept
is inspired by her portrayal of the PHA. She likens the
PHA to a gem that overtime has been cut to fulfill
its Mission and polished by its undertakings. The
mountain top experiences of PHA’s accomplishments
and the valleys of trials have given the gem its multifaceted luster that now mirrors the many projects and
programs of the PHA. Within each faceted surface of
the gem are hardworking members, Council chairs,
Chapter presidents and members of the coalition for
Healthy Lifestyle advocacy. Propping Tes up within the
gem is the PHA Board and past presidents. “We have
a gem in our hands but you can only see it sparkle

when it is brought outside to be hit by light. How do
you do that in PHA?” Tes asks and goes on to say, “We
need to market to be appreciated and made known to
the community. We are not wanting in big names in
the field of cardiology and its allies. Our hard work has
caught the attention of media and various sectors in
society, even the youth. Yet we are not known to a level
that we would want to be known, not as yet. We still
have to work at it,”remarks Tes. “We can harness the full
strength of the membership, get them back into the PHA
fold to contribute to the PHA,” she adds. “I dream that
the PHA becomes a sought-after organization”.
Through the years the PHAN has been the most
relied on piece of publication for the PHA Board to
sound off their plans and accomplishments in the
hope of steering the more than 1,000 members
scattered nationwide to be aligned with the Mission
and Vision of the PHA. As such, the PHAN exists to
serve the membership as well. It has for the most
part become a bearer of news for the PHA family and
the community that it serves. It is also a venue for
expression of passions within or outside the realms
See page 9
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Changing of the Guards
Old hands & new hands are on the deck
in the Chapters.

Versatile Artists
As cardiologists, they are head and shoulders
with their counterparts around the world.
If full-time singers they will certainly shine.

PHAN Ad announcement
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Tete-a-tete with Tes
The Abola abode opens it doors to the PHAN team…
‘twas an afternoon of musical and gastronomic treat.

Bataan: A Healthy City
A Tourist’s Haven
Home is where the heart is.
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Maria Teresa B. Abola, MD
58th President, PHILIPPINE HEART ASSOCIATION
Inaugural Address Highlights
PHA 40th Annual Convention, May 29, 2009
Edsa Shangri-La Hotel, Mandaluyong City

I

am humbled by the extraordinary accomplishments
of 56 of our esteemed colleagues who have served
before me as PHA President, and my heart sings
praises for them.
One cannot lead the organization without
knowledge of where it has been, appreciate the
roads well traveled, and have a passion for where
it needs to go.
In a message read at the organizational meeting of our beloved Philippine Heart Association
on March 26,1952, one of the world’s premiere
cardiologists, Dr. Paul Dudley White said; “The
organization of the Philippine Heart Association can serve a great purpose as a stimulus to
cardiovascular research, teaching, and practice in
the Far East.” Indeed, the PHA dreams and aims to
do just that.
The attainment of our PHA Mission-Vision 2012
essentially hinges on the achievement of three
BROAD objectives which are:
1. to Ensure accessible, affordable and quality cardiovascular education and care for every
Filipino.
2. to be Recognized as a leading organization
of cardiovascular specialties in Asia Pacific in the
prevention and management of cardiovascular
diseases.
3. to Develop a proactive organization effectively
servicing needs of its specialists, lay members and
other stakeholders.
Going through even just the recent years of the
PHA already reveals that it is well on the road to
making our Vision a Reality.
Ever since the declaration of 2002 to 2012 as the
National Decade of the Heart and the proclamation
by the PHA of its advocacy for the promotion of
HEALTHY LIFESTYLE , each PHA president had adopted as his or her flagship project different and innovative programs dedicated to achieving this end.
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And I am sure our leaders were inspired even more as
they discovered kindred spirit among the men and
women of our Chapters and our Councils, and among
the thousands of our countrymen touched by our
programs. How deep and far-reaching our impact
was on the hearts and minds , and the cardiovascular
health of every Filipino is one fact we would like to
document, and if possible, quantify.
In charting the course we would like our PHA to
take, I realize we still face major challenges. I can
identify four that will determine the priority and
direction we take this coming year.

THE FIRST CHALLENGE IS THAT, IN
ORDER TO BE AN EFFECTIVE ORGANIZATION, WE NEED TO ENSURE THAT WE
REMAIN INCREASINGLY RELEVANT TO OUR
STAKEHOLDERS – our members, and the
Filipino people.
THE SECOND MAJOR CHALLENGE is
to ENCOURAGE, INITIATE AND SUPPORT
RESEARCH.
THE THIRD CHALLENGE is TO
STRENGTHEN THE PROFESSIONALISM OF
OUR ASSOCIATION.
THE FOURTH MAJOR CHALLENGE IS
TO ENSURE SUSTAINABILITY AND FISCAL
VIABILITY OF OUR ASSOCIATION.
The recent years have proven to be quite challenging for the Board to keep well within the projected
budget for both revenue and expenses. As you have
seen from the last audited financial report, we have

exceeded our projections positively for revenue
by a margin of almost P5 million. We are likewise
optimistic this year will be as successful. It has
increasingly been difficult though to source out
funding of most of our projects.
WHILE I COMMIT TO CONTINUE AND SUPPORT
OUR HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL HEALTHY LIFESTYLE AND
WOMEN’S HEART HEALTH ADVOCACY PROGRAMS,
I HAVE LIKEWISE JUST IDENTIFIED THE FOUR MAJOR CHALLENGES of ENSURING RELEVANCE AND
PROFESSIONALISM OF OUR ASSOCIATION, QUALITY
OF CARE RESEARCH , AND FISCAL VIABILITY THAT
WILL DETERMINE THE COURSE to WHICH WE SHALL
STEER OUR DEAR PHILIPPINE HEART ASSOCIATION
in this COMING YEAR.
I KNOW THIS JOURNEY WILL TAKE A THOUSAND
MILES, BUT I WILL BE QUITE HAPPY TO TAKE THE
FIRST FEW IMPORTANT STEPS TOWARDS ITS
COMPLETION.
GETTING TO THIS POSITION, AND ACCEPTING
THIS NOBLE TASK OF the PHA PRESIDENCY requires
a healthy mix of IDEALISM AND REALISM, it takes
a strong heart and a great sense of humor, too.
But most of all, earning your trust, having an
esteemed line of Past Presidents to lean on, and
really a dream team of a Board of Directors to
work with, a very patient and understanding
husband and children to go home to, and the
Lord Almighty to offer all of this glory and the
responsibility that comes with it, all of this and
all of you, will certainly make this task, and this
whole year of an experience quite memorable
and meaningful.
Thank you and God bless the Philippine Heart
Association! ♥
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News

J

uly 28, 2009, Quezon City---After more than three years of meticulous conceptualization and development, the Philippine Heart Association (PHA) has
finally published the first 86-page PHA Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPG) for
the Management of Coronary of Coronary Artery Disease (CAD).

Local CPG unveiled …

Draws rave

reviews

By Gynna P. Gagelonia

PHA President Dr. Maria Teresa Abola said “this is
a beautiful offspring of years of work and it does not
stop here. This is knowledge armamentarium. ”
On hand were PHA past presidents Drs. Homobono Calleja, Ramon Abarquez Jr., the incumbent
PHA Board Drs. Eleanor Lopez, vice president;
Isabelo Ongtengco, secretary; Saturnino Javier,
treasurer; Eugene Reyes, Joel Abanilla and Ma. Adelaida Iboleon-Dy, directors, members of the Council
on CAD headed by Dr. Liberty Yaneza; Council chairs
--Drs. Joyce Jumangit (Echocardiography); Reynaldo
Neri (Hypertension); different institutions, led by the
training officers/chief fellows were in full force -- Drs.
Ranulfo Javelosa and Bridget Donato Fernandez of
the Philippine Heart Center , Edgard Foronda of St.
Luke’s Medical Center, Drs. Nelson Abelardo and
Michael Joseph Agbayani of the University of the
Philippines-Philippine General Hospital, Drs. Raul
Lapitan and Leah Polidario of the Makati Medical
Center, Drs. Adriel Guerrero and Joel Sabangan of The
Medical City; Drs. Nestor Bagsit and Allan Romero
of University of Sto. Tomas Hospital; Dr. Mitomadung
Pagompatun of the Chinese General Hospital; Drs.
Federick Cheng and Jose Albert Mejia of the Cardinal
Santos Medical Center; and Drs. Julius Baquiran and
Abigail Ramos of the University of Perpetual Help
Dalta Medical Center.
The CPG was a brain child of Dr. Isabelo Ongtengco
during his term as Council on CAD chair. He was succeeded by Dr. Myla Dolor Torres who carried on the
task of drawing out the guidelines based on international data and designed for the Filipino physician;
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Abarquez

cardiologists, internists and general practitioners
alike. Current Council on CAD Chair Dr. Liberty Yaneza
took on the baton and supervised the final stages of
the CPG development into its fruition.
As its name implies, it is a guide to decision making and is not an absolute mandate of what to do.
The final call still lies on the clinician involved with
the patient. The PHA CPG has widened its scope to
include unstable angina or non-ST elevation myocardial infarction (UA/NSTEMI) and ST-elevation
myocardial infarction (STEMI).
Calleja congratulated and hailed the initiators.
He said “these guidelines should be applied as
needed. You are not obligated to follow but this
should set as a shield if you have a medico-legal
problem. The important character of this guideline
is it encourages the clinician to exercise maximum
diligence to get a good history of the patients.

Divinagracia

Calleja

These are tools because CAD has a rare presentation.
You diagnose angina from clear manifestations. If
you have no good history, you can’t ascertain the
presence of angina pectoris. I am happy that you
emphasized this.”
In raising a concern, Abarquez said: “For your
information, just a point. The Board should ask the
medico-legal implications.”
For Divinagracia the publication of the CPG is
worth the long wait. “Whatever it is, the launching
is a milestone for the PHA. For a long time, we’ve
been looking for guidelines based on everything
local. A guideline is not absolute, but is an aid for
decision making. I am just worried it might be
used by unscrupulous practitioners. Maybe due to
judgment call, one has the option to follow or not
to follow. I hope it will encompass practice that is
more judicious.”
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News
Lopez to IM residents:

You have something to apply on CAD cases

M

ANDALUYONG CITY, Aug. 25, 2009 -- Now, we have our own guidelines, not
Western but something that is very Filipino, which I hope you’ll be able to
apply in case your have CAD cases. The CPG is a three-year-old labor of love,
said Philippine Heart Association Vice President Dr. Eleanor Lopez.

L-R: Magsombol, Yaneza and Jimenez

Dr. Eleanor Lopez, PHA vice president said, “When
Apollo landed on the moon, the US felt how it was
to be on top of the world. When Gloria Diaz was
crowned Miss Universe, the first Filipina to get
that much coveted title, the Philippines rode high
on this triumph. Both were historic events. The
field of cardiology now is ecstatic over a historic
event, the formulation and ratification of the CAD
Guidelines.”
An equally euphoric Yaneza said that “the CPG is
a baby of Dr. Ongtengco, then chair of the Council
on CAD. In 2005, Dra. Torres, started to work on
the Guidelines from the onset of her term as chair
of the Council on CAD. The review which included
recommendations, took two years. I will walk you
through it by giving recognition to the panel of
experts: Drs. Abarquez Jr., Calleja, Divinagracia,
Ontengco, Jesus Jorge, Timothy Dy, Loewe Go,
Glenn Kurt Jacoba, Abola, Joel Abanilla, Timothy
Dy, Saturnino Javier, Eugene Reyes and Gilbert
Villela. This is user-friendly for the generalists and
specialists.”
The members of the Council on CAD are: Drs.
Nestor Bagsit, Ma. Cecilia Bondoc, Justina Calibuso,
Melissa Co-Sia, Josette Cristobal , Roberto Cristobal,
Edgardo Ebba, Arthur Ferrolino, Agapito Fortuno Jr.,
Jose Melanio Grayda, Rodney Jimenez, Jumangit,
Raynato Kasilag, Elmer Linao, Sue-Ann Locnen,
Edward Benjie Magsombol, Jonnah Fatima Pelat,
Paul Ferdinand Reganit, Eric Oliver Sison, Ma. Helga
Sta. Maria, Eduardo Tin Hay, Richard Torres and
Edgar Tuazon. ♥
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A group of Internal medicine residents from 16 training institutions
were briefed on the Clinical Practice
Guidelines for the Management of
Coronary Artery Disease, at Legend
Villas Hotel in this eastern city. The
presenters were Drs. Liberty Yaneza
and Edward Benjie Magsombol, chair
of the PHA Council on CAD and Task
Force head of the Chronic Stable Angina Pectoris (CSAP) Group.
In attendance were 38 residents,
two training officers and one research
coordinator from the Amang Rodriguez Medical Center, Delos Santos Internal Medicine fellows, inset Eleanor Lopez
Medical Center, Far Eastern University-Nicanor but merely as frameworks”, said Magsombol.
Reyes Medical Foundation Hospital, Jose Rizal
PHA President Dr. Maria Teresa Abola said
Medical Center, Makati Medical Center, Manila “we are appealing to the Philippine College of
Adventist Medical Center, Metropolitan Medi- Physicians (PCP) for accreditation. We’re proud
cal Center, National Kidney Institute, Ospital of the Council on CAD but the glass is only half-full
ng Maynila, Rizal Medical Center, St. Luke’s that is why we need everyone’s support so that
Medical Center, United Doctors Medical Center, the water of life will spill over with high doses
University of the East Ramon Magsaysay Medi- of knowledge to ensure that every Filipino will
cal Center, Veterans Memorial Medical Center, benefit. I challenge the Council to work on the
Victor R. Potenciano Medical Center and World GL’s successful implementation”.
Citi Medical Center.
The guidelines are downloadable from the
Yaneza said that the “CPG was and will always be websites of the PHA, Astra Zeneca , Sanofi
a work in progress . Its coverage kept on expanding Aventis, GSK and Therapharma .
during its stages of development”.
Meanwhile, Quezon City will be the jump-off
“They should not be regarded as absolute rules point of the 18 CPG Lecture Series which will
commence in September 2009, to Metro Manila
cities, suburbs, major cities in Luzon and Cebu till
2009. In 2010, the CPG Lectures will be conducted
in Ilocos Norte, Davao, Pasig, Manila, and Bicol.
The sponsors are GSK, Sanofi, Therapharma and
Astra Zeneca.
PCP Regent Dr. Mariano Lopez considers the
“CPG as a landmark accomplishment, which is
relevant and important in the treatment of CAD,
one of the most common diseases.”
Dr. Rodney Jimenez was the emcee and modDolor-Torres
Mariano Lopez erator. GPG ♥
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PHA-

news
BEATS

tie-up renewed

News

Heart Line pulsates

M

erck Sharp and Dohme (MSD) renews its commitment to
support PHA’s Advocacy campaign through the Heart Line. A
regular weekly item on the Philippine Star Science and Technology section authored by the incumbent PHA president to promote
healthy lifesyle and awareness of cardiovascular risk factors to the
general readership.
Palmones

The PHA hour on DZMM is now on
its second year of regular board work
on ABS-CBN DZMM Tele-radyo.
The PHA will continue to do its
regular board work on ABS-CBN
DZMM Tele-Radyo “Magandang
Gabi, Dok” from September 2009 to
September 2010. The announcement was made by DZMM station
manager Angelo Palmones to PHA
President Dr. Maria Teresa Abola
during a meeting on Aug. 12, 2009

Cosim

Elchico

at Anabel’s restaurant on T. Morato,
Quezon City.
Alvin Elchico anchors the program.
Cheryl Cosim and Elchico anchored
most of the bi-monthly editions that
featured the PHA officers who underscored the advantages of healthy
lifestyle and cardiovascular disease
prevention. Towards the end of the
show was the Q&A, The one-year
PHA Hour commenced on July 2008
and ended on July 2009. ♥

The Philippine Journal of Cardiology will be posted
en toto on the website within September, while
selected major stories in the PHA NewsBriefs are uploaded to the PHA Website. Check out the calendar of
Continuing Medical Education activities, CPR trainings
and CME symposia.
PHA Website Committee co-chair Dr. Marcellus
Francis Ramirez has announced the creation of the
PHA Facebook account to entice PHA members to
Ramirez
log in and access the PHA website. Ramirez said that
“the Facebook serves as teaser since many doctors have Facebook accounts and
are Facebook addicts. Our website is a good venue to invite them to check out
our own PHA Website and give their news updates. Links to different training
institutions website will also be created.”
Currently, the soft file of “The Heart Turns Gold” coffee table book is on the
re-make stage, in preparation for its upload into the PHA Website. Edited by
two well-respected cardiologist-writers, Drs. Rafael Castillo and Asuncion
Reloza, the well-penned “The Heart Turns Gold” boasts of a treasure trove of
information on the PHA’s dynamic and exciting 50 years of existence. ♥

WHF, PHA, Mercury Drug deal underway
Taking notice of the social relevance
of the World Heart Federation and
Philippine Heart Association-led
World Heart Day 2009 (WHD ‘09),
Mercury Drug has pledged to give
the global event media mileage by
producing a video that promotes a
healthy lifestyle at home and in the
workplace to stay fit and to keep a
page 6 • July - August 2009

healthy heart. The video will be
shown in all the Mercury LED screens
installed in all the 500 branches
nationwide, the whole month of
September. ♥

Effective July- June 2009, PHA President
Dr. Maria Teresa Abola will carry on what
immediate past president Dr. Belen Carisma
has started last year as part of the advocacy
campaign of the PHA. Carisma’s Heart Line
columns saw print in the Philippine Daily
Inquirer from July to December 2008 and
in the Philippine Star from January to
June 2009. For its maiden issue in the
Star, the column was revised to be more
“interactive” with a question at the end
of the article.
Readers who submit correct entries,
through e-mail, will get the chance to participate in a raffle for a prize (Merk Manual
of Medical Information-Home edition, a
comprehensive and easy-to-understand
medical guide for lay people). ♥

PHA Council on HPN gears up
for BP ng Teacher ko, Alaga Ko!

T

o increase the awareness level of Filipino teachers on blood
pressure consciousness, the Philippine Heart Association Council on Hypertension identified the “BP ng Teacher Ko Alaga Ko”
as one of its priority projects, in coordination with the Department
of Education and Culture, with the support of Bayer Philippines.
The rationale and objectives of the project are: To educate our teachers on
the condition of and the effects of hypertension; to identify the teachers who
are hypertensive, assess any target organ damage and help them receive
proper treatment; and to identify/quantify incidence of hypertension among
teachers in our country and serve as data base for future research.
Dr. Reynaldo Neri, the Council chair said that this project which starts
on November 21, and every last Saturday of each
month, thereafter, is a half-day activity that will
include Blood Pressure Screening of teachers
(public and private , pre-school, elementary,
high school, college and post graduate) from different key cities all over the country. It will also
include screening of target organ complications
of hypertension utilizing selected basic screening tests for hypertension utilizing selected
Neri
See page13
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News Feature

Experts: Good governance is universal

A

ny organization, whether it is within the domain of the
private or public sector; whether it is a small or a big player,
should exemplify good governance. At the end of the day,
good governance is applicable to international and local firms.
The characteristics of good governance are: transparency, accountability, sustainability, responsive,
consensus-oriented, equitable,
effective and efficient.
The whole notion of governance
is underscoring the use of power and
resources towards attaining specific objectives. Good governance
is the proper exercise of power
while accountability is the core
of governance. Its ultimate test is
sustainability.
These were the pointers made
by Social Welfare and Development Secretary Esperanza Cabral
and professor Alex Brillantes, dean
of the University of the Philippines
National College of Public Administration and Governance, during the
Philippine Heart Association (PHA)
Workshop on Governance held on
August 21, 2009 at the Crowne Plaza

Hotel, Quezon City.
In attendance were the PHA Board
led by the incumbent president Dr. Maria Teresa Abola, council chairs, Chapter
presidents and officers, Committee
chairs, and past presidents.
The concrete output of the deliberation will be the guiding manual of
governance of the PHA, and its achieving the PHA Mission and Vision.
PHA President Dr. Maria Teresa Abola said “we are a young 57-year-old
organization and if we are to achieve
our Vision 2012 which is relevant to
our stake holders who are our members and the Filipino people, we must
mature in the area of governance.”
Equipped with the working knowledge of good governance, PHA members may be able to deliberate on
its own roles and perform them effectively. Clarity of roles will also help
each member and other stakeholders

Javier & Reyes

Cabral, Patacsil & Abarquez

Perpetual students
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PHA members muse on the concept of governance
understand how the system works, are still certain things that can be
and who is accountable for what.
improved. In the end we can look at
A paragon of the career executive our organization as not perfect, but
service, Cabral was cited with the high- something that we can look at.”
est approval of integrity as top head
Brillantes who is also the secretary
of the Department of Social Welfare general of the school of public adand Development. She said “If there ministration, had served as execuis something
tive director
that I conof the De“GOOD GOVERNANCE
tributed to
should also include change partment of
that departInterior and
ment, I think of culture. We should also talk Local Govby way of of changing an organization’s e r n m e n t.
He has had
encouraging
culture”–Brillantes
authored
critical thinking in the department. And critical several books on good governance.
In expounding on the tenets of
thinking is something that I learned
from being a doctor. And being a good governance, Brillantes also
cardiologist and being a member of cited the stumbling blocks in their
realization.
the PHA.”
Our bureaucracy is steep with the
She added “to be able to look at
something -- ask if there is some culture of secrecy. Good governance
other way that we can do better and should also include change of culat a lesser cost? Is there some solution ture. We should also talk of changing
that we can do this on a sustained an organization’s culture.
kind of basis? In everything, that kind
Sustainability is indispensable. The
of balance needs to be achieved. At projects should be retained because
the Department of Social Welfare and they are not leadership driven. The
Development, it is the same thing, we secretary of a department may come
cannot all be heart , we also have to and go, but the bureaucracy remains.
have some brains.”
The public and private sectors can
Cabral added “a man’s reach must always forge an exciting synergy. “We
exceed his grasp so even though there recognize that the government nor the
are things that we know will never be private sector cannot do it alone.”
perfect we must still aim at its perfectRule of law. There are rules that
ability. And in the same manner that are partially enforced. Mistakes are
the PHA recognizes even that as it is made but the person concerned
already a good organization, there should take responsibility.
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AGAYTAY CITY, July 25, 2009 -- Forty two
incumbent and former high-ranking officers of the Philippine Heart Association
(PHA), who are committed to the PHA Mission,
attended the Towards the PHA Mission-Vision
2005 Outcome Assessment Workshop, held at the
Taal Vista Hotel in this Southern Tagalog City.

Experts...

Equity and inclusiveness. Value for
money and sustainable use of the
organization’s resources. It has been
noted that among Southeast Asians,
broad unanimity is a very critical and
touchy issue.
Brillantes added that “governance
is also where we, as people, tolerate
it. Red tape which is synonymous with
‘slow’ or snail-paced system which is
rampant in government has to stop.
The PHA Board directs. It specifies
the relationship between the distribution of rights, responsibilities of the
Board of Directors, managers, workers,
suppliers, and the community.
The key words are use of resources,
and shared values towards the certain
shared vision – the PHA Vision 2012.
Abola said “this is an opportunity
for us to work, to strengthen our
internal system so that we will see
clearly where we are going. The other
reason why we like to embark on this
project is it will help us improve on
the level of participation of involvement. We have been seeing the
same old faces working.”
The PHA attendees revealed the
depth of their interest and understanding as they expressed their
page 8 • July - August 2009

The PHA Healthy Lifestyle platform is entrenched
and extensive, however, the organization needs
tangible figures to measure success or failure. The
ultimate test is to ascertain the actual reckonable
impact of such programs.
PHA President Dr. Maria Teresa Abola said “we
visited our plans in 2008 and firmed up our action

thoughts through well-formulated
questions which were answered eloquently by Brillantes.
Dr. Ramon Abarquez: What in
your mind is the most important
single measurable basis for good
governance?
Alex Brillantes, Phd: Is it transparency. It is a good measure when
budget is made known to everyone.
Dr. Gregorio Patacsil: – One
of the most frustrating things for a
private citizen is bureaucracy in the
government. To bring out a car from
Customs or even getting a license
takes so long. Is there a simple way to
minimize this? It is not just the money
factor. Some people will sit on it for
one month when they can do it ASAP.
We get the government we deserve.
Alex Brillantes, Phd: —As a
citizen we are not that demanding. I
share your frustration. We
have to be more engaged
within the process. We
need to complain more to
stop red tape.
Dr. Saturnino Javier:
Does a good government
necessarily employ good
governance? Or does
good governance necessarily lead to good

plans. Today, we are here to learn how to track the
projects we have undertaken.”
At the workshop, emphasis was given on leadership practices inventory, strategic planning, exactness and speed, as well as accountability, being the
guiding principles of an outcome assessment. ♥
			
GPGagelonia

government. Is Singapore a prototype
of good governance or good government?
Alex Brillantes, Phd: Government and governance should really
be disentangled because governance
is the whole process. When we talk of
governance, we have government, business and civil society, they are working
together towards good governance. No.
2, it depends on your specific indicators. In Singapore, laws are made and
implemented. It is a paragon of good
governance as far as implementation.
But when we talk of participation, it is
not. Singapore is not for Chinese or Indian, it is for everyone. They were able to
move forward. What we need is a strong
leadership. We lack accountability.
Dr. Esperanza Cabral: In the
PHA, it is a little bit different. We are
cardiologists, we are all very busy. We

like to associate with each other that is
why we have the PHA. But If we look
at what the members expect from the
PHA, it is minimal. They are content
with coming to the meetings, content
with seeing old friends. It is only during
crisis when we come together-- either
to fight, debate or unite for a common
cause. I think part of the problem is
the PHA is not really in crisis to incite
us to do things. We are very inward
looking, and as long as our goals and
our personal needs are satisfied. We are
satisfied as members of the organization, that is fine am not saying that is
wrong. Sometimes, there are issues we
feel strongly about it and we want to
react as an organization which is difficult to do because we are not organize
in that way. And we do not have those
things as part of our vision, mission.
And I think it is very important that

Detail-driven docs
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that is the first thing we are supposed
to tackle. The organizational role. We
need to do for ourselves what we want
and what we want to be. Do we want
to be political or apolitical? Iyong iba
ang sabi pag sumali tayo dyan, Gusto
natin sumali. Sabi ng iba pag sumali
tayo dyan, what will happen to our
other goals? We need to resolve
that issue. Am not saying we have to
be apolitical. How do we make our
members participate. Dr. Abola wants
our members to be more proactive. I
guess. They have to convince these are
the things we have to stand up for and
do as individuals or groups.
Alex Brillantes, Phd: I agree with
Dr. Cabral. It is just a continuum of

Careful planning

organization. What we are looking at
is the evolution of this association. One
level of the continuum is satisfactory.
Does the PHA have to have a position paper? If you are happy with just one level.
We should evolve into a more structured
level. Changing the environmental
context. If we tinker with these. It is also
very presumptuous, more structural.
More engaged in other things are not
really part of the vision. The key word
is the evolving organization within the
changing context.
Dr. Maria Teresa Abola: We were
thinking on how to go about this workshop review. Is this really the vision
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we want to attain? Now that we are
reviewing it, we have to start again
at what we have, although we have
a mission vision statement. We want
to be clear on how we will measure
all these different milestones. We
have our past prexies, council chair,
standing committees…we are going
to brainstorm on how the question is
what will we do during this workshop
on good governance? Will we now
work on what we really want? How
will we retain that certain point?
Dr. Saturnino Javier: Dra.
Cabral, you have the vantage point
of being both in the PHA and in
government and having identified the
qualities of good governance, would
you be able to identify for us
which of those qualities were
weakest so that we can work
on that?
Dr. Esperanza Cabral:
This is a good organization to
work with. It has good systems in place It is not perfect
but it can be improved. This is
where we start. Let us accept
our mission and vision to improve the system so that we
can be better at governance.
Improve our system of participation, accountability and
transparency. Because if we
start tinkering with the Mission/Vision today, we will not
get anywhere. That is a good
point to start at. Accept our
present Vision and Mission,
and then do the systems
improvement in this workshop.
Dr. Ma. Belen Carisma: This is
not much of a question but a comment. I have to say that the PHA is
great and we thank our past presidents for the good system that has
been in place. I can say this because of
the foreign conferences that I have
had attended. Even a country like
Japan its heart association does not
operate like what we do. For me there
is not much we have to correct. It’s like
an on-the-job training for all of us.
Dr. Joel Abanilla: Everything
is already in place, we just have to
polish some grey areas. ♥

Editorial...From page 2
of cardiology.
Acting on the initiative of Pres Tes,
the PHAN formulated a 45 item questionnaire to measure the relevance
of the PHAN and the interest of the
membership on this publication that
has evolved into a newsmagazine.
Basing on the initial results of the
survey, the PHAN staff decided to
retain the regular columns that
came out very popular especially the
Escape Beat and Excess Baggage by
Dr. Saturnino Javier and Dr. Eugene
Ramos, respectively.
Running on its 10th year, Dr. Bong
Javier’s Escape Beat first saw print in
the PHAN when Dr. Rosario Sevilla
was editor-in-chief. It has never
failed to enthuse the avid reader to
want more. A year later, Dr. Ramos
started his equally powerful column
Excess Baggage that makes a reader
think deep with his out- of-the-box
ideas of the mundane.
The column on Cardiology Viewpoints rated well, too as it has featured
key opinion leaders’ talk about their
forte. This column would want to
expose commonly dealt with issues
in cardiology that the members would
want to read about and be quickly informed. The highly opinionated views
expressed in this column are those of
the featured PHA fellows, and does
not necessarily reflect views of the
entire PHA. Dr. Sue Ann Locnen has
been the diligent staffer to follow-up
articles for this column. Voluntary
submission of articles for this column
is highly encouraged.
To those who believe that a true
blue cardiologist is a super Internist,
the Cardio Link column will be of
practical use. This column was created to link the different subspecialties
with the goal of updating the busy
cardiologist with the fast-evolving
principles of Internal Medicine that
may impact on the practice of cardiology. A favorite topic linked to this
column is Cardiology and the Law
which Dr. Angeles Yap has graciously
penned to be reader-friendly.
The Evidenced-Based Medicine
column by Dr. Raul “Bong” Coching
will be retained and would continue

to give the reader easy tips in understanding and applying the principles of
EBM with the goal of making the PHA
a group of practicing clinicians that
know how to appreciate and utilize
evidence without bias or prejudice.
Soon, critical appraisal of common
landmark trials which Dr. Millet Bañez,
PHAN sub-editor, will oversee, will be
featured here.
A recent addition is the Dysrrhythmic Tales of Dr. Edgardo Timbol which
would serve to unravel the intricacies
of electrophysiology for the general
cardiologist. This issue sees its third
publication in a series. Due to the
clamor from the survey respondents,
PHAN will put into effect its plan to
feature the different subspecialties
of cardiology. It is the grand dream of
the PHAN staff that more contributors
will voluntarily submit articles to fill
the subspecialists’ column which will
soon earn a space if it would prove to
be sustainable.
The Perspectives column is now
on its 4th year of its revival. PHAN
founder, the late Dr. Ernesto Namin
started this column in the earlier years
of PHAN. This column will be retained
to encourage the PHA membership to
send a composition of free form and
thought on any topic of interest.
The Photo Corner of Dr. Nick Cruz has
delighted many as well as stirred the
desire in others to submit their own
photo compositions. Due to space
constraints, we get to feature three to
four photos at a time. The section has
evolved to be not just a showcase but
a venue for teaching and learning photography pearls. This column is open to
all who would want to contribute.
New for this year is the Travelogue.
This section would feature different
regions of the country where PHA
members are found practicing. This
hopes to bring members in a closer
loop through the sharing of the beauty
of their respective regions, as well as the
lifestyle that they lead, private as well as
career wise. For the first issue of travel,
we will feature historic Bataan.
The PHAN will continue to evolve
and grow with the changing times and
needs of its membership. The PHAN
needs the cooperation of each member
as well. This is the PHA brought to your
fingertips for your reading pleasure.♥
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uly signals the changing of the guards at the Philippine Heart Association. As the
new Philippine Heart Association president starts her term, the regional chapters
are also changing gears and are already in the process of selecting a new set of
leadership, a term that will run for two years. And as diverse as each region may be, so is
the process of selecting the successors.

Changing

of the

By Gloria Myla S. Supe

Guards

By tradition, the rule of ascendency usually
predominates during the national Philippine Heart
Association Board elections. The body elects the
Board Members. The Board Members elect among
themselves our officers. This tradition spills over to
the provinces.
First to induct its set of officers is the DavaoSouthern Mindanao Chapter. Dr. Alisa Bernan
cedes the presidency to Dr. Reagan Cabahug. The
44-member chapter spans a large expanse of the
Mindanao Island to include Davao, General Santos,
Tagum, Cotabato and Digos City, and yet boasts of a
nearly 100% electoral return. Despite the physical
distance, members are strongly bonded to each
other and remain updated with the Chapter’s activities. Thanks to technology and the efforts of Dr.
Monina Pasumbal who kept the members informed
through their e-group. Pasumbal headed the Communications Committee and currently is the vice

president; Dr. Raul Martin Coching is the elected
secretary; Dr. Elfred Batalla sits as the treasurer and
chairperson of the membership committee, while
Drs. Roy Joseph Barcinas, and Judy Theresa Fortinez
serve directors.
The Chapter’s presence is strongly felt in the
Southern Mindanao region. Among their notable
achievements is the monthly BLS and ACLS programs
catering to far-flung provinces that previously did
not have access to these modules unless they travel
all the way to the capital. Well-equipped with their
own resusci-mannequins, defibrillators, and simulators, purchased from funds raised by their relentless
T-shirt campaign, the Chapter is now set in training
“trainors” to ensure that there is a continuous supply of warm bodies to keep the project running and
prevent burn-out among its faculty members.
The Cebu Chapter is next to induct into office its
new president, Dr. Roy Entienza, with Drs. Alex Junia,

Marlo Co, Pilberito Chin, and Wilfredo Ypil Jr.,
serving as the vice president, secretary, treasurer
and director, respectively. A second director is yet
to be elected in the coming week.
Dr. Walter Acusar, a past president of the
50-strong Chapter, was at the helm of the 1st
Regional Cardiology Quiz among PCP accredited
training hospitals last February at the Marco Polo
Hotel. This is in addition to the BLS/ACLS training
programs and Lakad Puso campaign that the
chapter spearheads regularly. The Cebu Chapter
meets every 2nd Wednesday of the month.
The Central Luzon Chapter has its own distinct flavor in choosing its leadership. Spanning
the provinces of Bataan, Olongapo/Zambales,
Pampanga, Tarlac, Nueva Ecija and Bulacan, the
distance between members can be intimidating.
So they decided to elect among themselves a
provincial representative who will cascade to the
members what transpired at the regional level,
and from whom the set of officers are chosen. The
presidency is rotated among the representatives.
The six local representatives are Dr. Rowena
Pascual for Bulacan, Dr. Orly Bugarin for Bataan,
Dr. Mayette Ablang for Zambales, Dr. Jowin Sison
for Tarlac and Dr. Leonardo Veneracion for Nueva
Ecija. Dr. Joselito Medina who represents Pampanga also seats as the Chapter’s president until
December of this year.
The 40-plus members are keen on having their
own website/e-group set up by the end of this year.
Plans for a post-graduate course were temporarily
put on hold given the current economic situation.
Dr. Roberto Estepar, who was at the helm of
the Western Visayas Panay Chapter till June
See page 12

PHA President Abola (extreme r) inducts into office the 2009-2011 PHA Bicol Chapter officers for (l-r) De Leon, Nerva,
Ante, Guazon, Rebutoc, Asido, Carino and Perete. Not in photo are Camba-Farrokhi and Abunto
page 10 • July - August 2009
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A fitting tribute to MJ: The King of Pop

Cebu Investiture at a glance

Photos by: Dr. Eduardo Lee
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EBU CITY, July 31, 2009
– As a tribute to pop icon
Michael Jackson (MJ) the
Cebu Chapter opted for the
“MJ” theme during its Induction
ceremony.

Almost everyone came with a
white-gloved hand. The King of Pop’s
explosive performance of Thriller and
Billy Jean was the opening number.
Dr. Benny Barbas impersonated him
in the number Benny Jean.
The cardiologists from the Queen
City of the South involved their respective children in the musical
entertainment.
The new set of officers were inducted by Dr. Maria Teresa Abola, our
PHA national president.
In her Valedictory Address, immediate past president Dr. Marivic
Vestal highlighted on the past activities of the Chapter and leaving
the legacy of a Webpage for the PHA
Cebu Chapter.
The officers include Drs. Roy Entienza, president; Alex Junia, vice
president; Marlon Co, Secretary;
Pilberito Chin, treasurer; Board Members: Wilfredo Ypil, Jr., and Cesar
Estalilla III, and Vestal.
The LIFE (Leadership, Initiative,
Fellowship & Enterprise) awardee for
this year went to Lerma Noval, MD.
Congratulations!
Entienza announced the activities
for the year: the National Cardiac
Rehab week on September 20 at the
Cebu Business Park, which will include
Aero dancing activity followed by a
Lay forum, with Dr. Celine Aquino as
resource speaker. Sugar and cholesterol
screening side by side with Dietary instructions to interested participants.
Among the invited guests are
members of the Kapamilya sa Puso,
mostly recipients of Cardiac rehabilitation. It will be followed by the
annual World Heart Day Fun Run on
September 27, 2009 at 6 a.m. at the
Provincial Capitol Grounds on Osmeña
Blvd, Cebu City. ♥
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Cabahug: Expect more ACLS, BLS in Davao

D

AVAO CITY, July 10, 2009 – Philippine Heart Association (PHA) Davao-Southern Mindanao Chapter president Dr.
Reagan Cabahug vowed to continue the programs, particularly the ACLS and BLS programs initiated by his predecessor Dr. Alisa Bernan, during the induction of the new set officers at the De Bonte Koe Restaurant in this city.

L-r: PHA-NCR treasurer Ongtengco with the Davao Chapter officers -Barcinas, Coching, Cabahug, Bernan and Pasumbal

Changing...

From page 10
2009, handed down the reigns to vice president
VP Dr. Glenn Mana-ay. Drs. Marcelino Felisarta
and Shelah Salaya are secretary and treasurer
respectively. The Chapter welcomed new members to its roster as fresh graduates in Adult and
Pediatric Cardiology are returning home to start
their own practice.
Badly battered by typhoon Frank in June 2008,
despite being victims themselves, the members
wasted no time to reach out to the more underprivileged. Relief missions to hardest hit areas
of the island were organized, bringing with them
staples such as rice and bottled water, as well as
medical assistance. There is something to be said
of the big heart of doctors giving aid to far-flung
barrios in Iloilo and Kalibo when their own family
members were still dazed at the lost of home and
property.
Intellectual pursuits were not left behind. Round
table discussions were organized and BLS/ACLS
training programs were offered as a joint effort of
the Chapter and CPR Council.
On August 7, 2009, PPhilippine Heart Association
President Dr. Ma. Teresa Abola inducted the Bicol
Chapter officers led by Dr. Arbel Perete .
Philippine Heart Association members from
Southern Tagalog, Northern Luzon and Northwestern
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Mindanao opted to vote for their respective incumbent presidents -- Drs. Nanette Rey, Sofia Black, and
Sylvia Hangos, respectively. ♥

Dr. Isabelo Ongtengco, PHA national secretary
was the inducting officer.
Aside from Cabahug, the other inductees
were Dr. Monina Pasumbal, vice president; Dr.
Raul Martin Coching, secretary; Dr Elfred Batalla,
treasurer ; Dr. Judy Theresa Fortinez and Dr. Roy
Joseph Antonette Barcinas, board members.
Bernan is ex-officio.
PHA Davao is well-equipped for ACLS and BLS
activities. It recently acquired mannequins and
simulators for the said programs.
Dr. Jerome Blaya and Dr. Judy Theresa Fortinez
were appointed by Cabahug as heads for the ACLS
programs replacing Dr. Marilou Maglana.
The election of the Davao officers took place on
May 2009. The new officers were proclaimed by the
Chapter Comelec Chairman Dra. Guadalupe AnotaCabahug at the Heat Restaurant of the EDSA ShangriLa Hotel during the PHA annual convention. ♥

PHA CHAPTERS
NEW SET OF OFFICERS 2009

Northern Luzon Chapter

Bicol Chapter

President: Sofia R. Black, MD
Vice President: Efren R. Jovellanos, MD
Secretary: Annie G. Urmaza, MD
Treasurer: Nathaniel Y. Cortez, MD
Auditor: Stella Marie D. Mabanag, MD

President: Arbel U. Perete, MD
Vice President: Osler Galen F. Cariño, MD
Secretary: Amelita L. Rebutoc, MD
Treasurer: Lina R. Asido, MD
PRO: Merle C. Farrokhi, MD

Board Members
Baguio-Benguet: Alina Fatima D. Hojilla, MD
Ilocos: Wilfredo M. Ypil Jr., MD
La Union: Yolanda P. Guadaña, MD
Pangasinan: Onasis Y. Go, MD

Board Members:
Angelo B. Ante, MD
Keith I. Atutubo, MD
Immediate Past President: John Leo B. Guazon, MD

Advisers
Anastacio R. Aquino, MD
Luciano F. Fernandez, MD
George J. Pangwi, MD
Isabelita F. Siapno, MD
Lourdes T. Subido, MD

Northwestern Mindanao

Southern Tagalog Chapter
President:		
V President:
Secretary:		
Treasurer:		

Nannette R. Rey, MD
Rene Librojo, MD
Jose Armand L. Gurango Jr., MD
Jason A. See, MD

President: Sylvia B. Hangos, MD
Vice President
Bukidnon: Orlando Kentilitista, MD
Butuan/Surigao: Archimedes Brodith, MD
Cagayan/Iligan: Rodrigo Alenton, MD
Oroquieta/Ozamis: Marie Malinis, MD
Zamboanga: Wilfredo Barcelona, MD
Secretary: Jorge Bedayo, MD
Treasurer: Angeles Alaba, MD
Immediate Past President: Angeles A. Yap, MD
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News

P

PHA takes Quezon City as its WHD partner
hilippine Heart Association (PHA) Secretary Dr. Isabelo Ongtengco, concurrent
World Heart Day (WHD) 2009 chair, has announced that Quezon City is its WHD
2009 partner city.

PHA president Drs. Maria Teresa Abola, Ongtengco and Ma. Adelaida Iboleon-Dy, made a courtesy
call on Quezon City Mayor Sonny Belmonte on
August 24, 2009. Abola briefed Belmonte on the
PHA and its traditional activities, one of which is
the WHD.
“Wellness in the Workplace” is this year’s WHD
theme. Venue will be at the Central Plaza, Eastwood, Libis, Quezon City, Sept. 27, 2009, Sunday,
9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Ongtengco said that “the workplace should be a
healthy environment, an ideal setting for advocating healthy lifestyle (HL) habits.”

PHA Council... From page 06
basic screening tests for hypertension like CBC,
urinalysis, FBS, cholesterol and 12 lead ECG.
The target number of teachers are 300/site.
Fifty are waitlisted in case some teachers can’t
make it.
The target sites are NCR, Northern, Central
and Southern Luzon, Visayas and Mindanao’s
key cities and municipalities’ public and private
school facilities.
To date, the identified sites and schedules are:
Nov. 21, 2009 – Manila; Dec. 5, 2009 – Cavite;
2010: Jan. 9 – Quezon City; Jan. 23 – Pampanga;
Feb. 6 – Paranaque; Feb. 20 – Oroquieta; Mar. 6 –
Iloilo; Mar. 20 – Bohol; Jun. 19 – Nueva Vizcaya;
Jul. 3 – Valenzuela; Jul. 17 – Pangasinan; Jul. 31
– Las Pinas; Aug. 14 – Camarines Sur; Aug. 28 –
Cebu; Sept. 11 – Camanava; Sept. 25 – Baguio/
Benguet; Oct 9 – Davao; Oct. 23 – Rizal; Nov.
6 – Bacolod; and Nov. 20 – Laguna.
The stakeholders are the PHA Council on
Hypertension (Metro Manila members and
chapter presidents and chapter members);
Philippine Society of Hypertension (Officers and
members nationwide); Department of Education
and Culture (representatives and coordinators
nationwide}; and Bayer Philippines ( manpower,
budget and logistic support).
PHA has set a selection criteria to be able to
identify possible participants. It requested the
Dep Ed to randomize and they will abide by their
selected areas. ♥
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One of the highlights of the celebration is the
“Dress-Up Your Jeans Contest” to be participated
in by employees of multinational companies,
predominantly call center agents who are based
at the Eastwood City.
Why the Blue Jeans concept? The denim
is a symbol of egalitarianism in any milieu.
Whether you’re the boss or the janitor in the
workplace, wearing denims can be a common
denominator. Hence the blue jean’s concept
is quite apt to get the message across that no
one in exempt in upholding wellness in the
workplace. GPG ♥

PHA World Heart Day ‘09
Photo Contest

Theme: “Wellness in the Workplace”
Categories
A. Lay division (Employees of participating
companies and the Quezon City government); B.
Doctor division (Active PHA members, except the
current PHA Board_
Entrant can create a free account on www.
philheart.org. Participants can upload their
photos through their respective PHA accounts. All
entries which are limited to 2mb photos, may be
uploaded starting Sept. 4, 2009, 12:01 a.m.
Submit entries as print (8” x 12”) and JPEG
file at least 300 dpi at full size of 8 x 12 inches
in CD-R., on or before 11:59:59 p.m. of Sept.
21, 2009.

PHOTO ENTRY RULES

A photo may capture any activity/people/
objects/events related to the theme. Each with
a one-liner title or caption when uploaded into
the website.
On the actual day of judging, entries must be
mounted on illustration board with a one-inch
border on all sides. Deadline for submission to the
PHA Secretariat should be not later than 4p.m. of
Sept. 21, 2009.

JUDGING

Final Judging will be at the event site (Central
Plaza, Eastwood Center, Libis, Quezon City).

Criteria:
Content, Theme
Overall impact
Composition
Technique

50%
20%
20%
10%

PRIZES

Doctor/Lay division
1st PRIZE
2nd PRIZE
3rd PRIZE

PHP 25,000.00
PHP 10,000.00
PHP 5,000.00

WINNER NOTIFICATION:

Sept. 27, 2009 during the WHD celebration.
A notification (through email, registered mail or
telephone) shall be sent to winners who didn’t
make it to the awarding rites. Winners will likewise
be posted at the PHA website.
Participant automatically authorizes the
organizer royalty-free and non-exclusive right to
use the entries for posters, brochures, and activity guides related to the World Heart Day and in
other internal or external promotional materials
or media coordinated by the same. The organizer
also reserves the right to change the Contest Rules
as necessary.
For inquiries, call Ms. Myrna dela Cruz or Ms.
Jenny Ymasa at the PHA Secretariat at 929-1161
or visit the website at www.philheart.org.
Pharex will sponsor anew the photo contest. ♥
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The passion for
singing is in the

heartof PHA
By Gynna P. Gagelonia

Meet some of the many
PHA members who love
rhythm. In between
looking after the pace of
hearts, they sing, dance or
play an instrument or paint.
JOEL M. ABANILLA, MD
Philippine Heart Center
DLS-STG Mega Clinic, SM Megamall

Philippine cardiology’s Luciano Pavaroti had great
appreciation for music as a very young boy. In his grade
school and secondary level years at the Ateneo de Iloilo,
he was in every gig either as a soloist or member of
the school and church choir.
No one could stop Abanilla from further honing
his musical and acting talents even in the midst of
pre-med school.
While his father was unyielding to his eldest son’s wish
to let him engage in musical activities during his spare
time, his mom cultivated his knack for singing by sending
him to the San Agustin Conservatory of Music to take voice
lessons. Of course, mother and son had to keep it under
wraps. His mom, a businesswoman, who holds a degree
in AB Music and accountancy, is his mentor through and through.
He trained under the tutelage of Antonio Hila and Fides Cuyugan Asensio
despite a hectic pace as a fellow in training at the Philippine Heart Center. Later
on, he put up the group “the New Sentiments” and further pursued advanced
studies with Asensio.
Abanilla has re-enacted lead roles in West End and Broadway theaters.
Painting is also close to his heart. One of his works gained recognition
when he joined the UP Iloilo University Painting Contest.
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REYNALDO M. NERI, MD

St. Lukes, Heart Institute, Neri Heart & Lung Clinic
Neri Heart & Lung Specialist Clinic

At five years old, he was “the boy with a golden voice” in
the book of his uncles and aunts, his avid fans who would give
him an instant stage (table top) to perform.
Even at a tender age, he was determined to be a singing
doctor and not a professional singer. All throughout
his scholastic years, he nurtured his love for music.
Piles of work and multi-roles never compelled him
to push aside the videoke and the mike.
He has been a regular in the Fellowship Nights of the St. Luke’s
Heart Institute.
At the end of the day, he retreats to his comfort zone, his home,
which has a guest house cum-music nook , where relatives,
family friends and peers can sing to their hearts’ delight.
Ballads, contemporary and gospel songs are part of his repertoire. He can
also play the guitar and piano. He also dabbles in painting and sketching.

RONALD P. GALICIO, MD

CP Reyes Hospital, Perpetual Help DALTA Medical Center
South Super Highway Medical Center & Unciano General Hospital

He was a humming one-year-old baby having inherited his
father’s singing prowess.
“Singing is God’s gift, an alternative way of expressing your
wholeness to the rest of the Creation to praise Yahweh.”
Lack of formal singing lessons did not stop him from
joining a glee club in college. From medical school till
residency and fellowship training, he was with a
band that performed in hospital events.
Things have not been the same since he got into private
practice so he jams with the radio more often now and while
on the road or at home. He added “I can dance a bit, and play
the guitar.”
He also passed on his singing talent to his two children.
Speaking of repertoire, he has a wide range of genre -- from standard, jazz,
blues, ballad, pop to rock music.
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NANNETTE R. REY, MD

Dela Salle University Medical Center
Tagaytay Hospital and Medical Center

It is all in the clan.
At six years old, she was already a member of the
school choir. At 10, she was convinced that she
can do solo numbers. In high school, she was
with the school choir, was a church soloist, a
wedding singer, and even sang in funeral masses.
Exposed to parents and relatives who are good
singers, St. Scholastica’s College honed her talent
for four years under Maestra Enciang
Nepomuceno. Then what ensued was a
series of recitals and sing-along hostings.
After passing the Medical Board exams,
just before going into residency, she had
a brief stint as a sing-along host. Despite
an avalanche of offers to do lounge act, her answer was a firm “no” because she
wanted to be a doctor.
Amid a frenetic pace as IM resident and cardio fellow, she has found an avenue
in the hospital , PCP and PHA activities for expression of her talent. Even the lift is
a good place to sing out loud. “But only when I am alone”, she quipped.
Her repertoire covers: mostly ballads, broadway, light jazz, fast song and
birit songs.
Although it is singing which she does best. “Singing is a passion and has a
calming effect. I can also play the guitar and banduria.” Her other talents are
cooking and public speaking.

LEANDRO C. BONGOSIA, MD

St. Luke’s Medical Center & Philippine Heart Center

When I was born, I cried hard, loud music and my mother
knew I had the makings of a good singer. I never had
any formal singing lessons not until my wife trained
for singing therapy.
That was when I learned about the right singing techniques. In high school and college, I was
a member of the Glee Club and of the Sing Out
Asia (in College).
Presently, Bongosia is a member of TOSD (the other
side of doctors) singing songs of the Lettermen).
If there is a will, there is a way. “I look
forward to the bathroom for my personal practice
venue,” said Bongosia who also plays the guitar, drums,
piano and keyboard.
He added “singing for me, is an expression of your inner
self, a gift from God, a means of bonding for me and
my family. It creates harmony and peace inside.’
Singing is a family activity for the Bongosias. “I
think I got my talent from my father. All my children can sing well. We have a
family choir.”
A versatile singer, he can belt out any type of song, except hard rock.
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RODNEY M. JIMENEZ, MD
St. Luke’s Medical Center & UERM

When he was 10 years old, he wanted to be a singer but he was suffering
from self-assurance deficiency. He wanted to be like his idol, a sister, who has
been rated as a good singer.
He confessed “I have had my share of sad experiences of rejection in
choir auditions and contest eliminations. Wounded and challenged I tried
to ape Gary Valenciano and Basil Valdez.”
Summer vacations during high school days were converted into rehearsals,
with the minus one as accompaniment, almost endlessly until the neighbors
would raise a howl.
After three years of trying out in the auditions, he finally made it to the
Glee Club when he was a high school senior.
Hard work paid off. When he was finally accepted
as a member of the Manila Science High School Glee
Club, he was chosen as a soloist.
“During a bandfest, one of the band’s soloist
got sick, I became the replacement. That incident of
being a stand-in opened doors for me”. Before
he knew it, he was always asked to sing during
activities, later on he was named as the best
vocalist in a band.
Jimenez said “I don’t consider my singing as a career
path that’s why I have become very choosy, unless
requested by my Seniors,” adding, “I also love photography. I see myself as a professional photographer. I believe that God gave us talents to hone and
share with our brothers and sisters. I believe that anybody can sing, anyone can
take pictures, good angles and capture the best moods with constant practice.
If you want it, just do it and you can do it. Dream. Believe. And Claim it!
“God gave me this talent. I go for ballads, broadway, R&B and pop songs”

HELGA F. STA. MARIA, MD

St. Luke’s Medical Center
University of Perpetual Help DALTA Medical Center
Las Pinas Medical Center

Singing will forever remain close to her heart.
“It is through the avenue of singing where I met my lifetime friend and lover
Mark,” said Sta. Maria.
In the field of music, she is a late bloomer, but
she has treated every audience to her captivating
brand of music.
Her parents discovered that she had a
good singing voice when she was already
in college, while offering her talent to the
university choir as a soloist and member. Later
on, she became a passionate member of the UST
Pharmacy Glee Club and the UST Medicine
Glee Club.
At the St. Luke’s Heart Institute, her training institution, she sang in social nights then
later on in weddings and birthdays.
See page 20
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